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Trump and Israel Want War Against Iran, But It
Won’t be One-sided

By Abdel Bari Atwan
Global Research, September 26, 2017
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War Agenda
In-depth Report: IRAN: THE NEXT WAR?

This week’s headlines have been dominated by reaction to US President Donald Trump’s
bluster against North Korea during his address to the UN General Assembly on Tuesday. This
has overshadowed the equally threatening and ominous references he made in the same
speech to Iran.

Anyone listening to him will have been left with two impressions: Trump’s speech faithfully
echoed the utterances of Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, and it brazenly beat
the drums of war against Iran.

Trump described Iran as a ‘rogue state’ and ‘corrupt dictatorship’ that exports violence,
anarchy, and bloodshed. He also said that he had reached a decision regarding the P5+1
nuclear  agreement  with  Iran,  while  declining  to  reveal  what  it  is.  This  has  led  many
observers to conclude that he will  soon withdraw from the agreement, in line with his
electoral promise to tear it up on the grounds that it is the worst agreement in US history,
and in deference to the dictates of the Israel lobby.

Trump is widely expected to announce the US’ withdrawal from the agreement in mid-
October  when  he  testifies  to  Congress  in  his  semi-annual  review.  This  is  likely  to  be
accompanied by a further tightening of the sanctions and the economic blockade on Iran.
And it  could prompt the Iranian government to immediately resume the enrichment of
uranium at very high levels, giving it the capacity it to produce nuclear warheads.

It  was no coincidence that shortly before Trump spoke, Netanyahu demanded that the
nuclear agreement be scrapped or altered, while likening Iran to a hungry tiger on a vicious
rampage in the region and the world. Nor was it a coincidence for Israeli Chief of Staff Gadi
Eizenkot to announce that Israel has plans already in place for attacking Iran and Hezbollah,
which  he  described  as  an  Iranian  surrogate  whose  growing  missile  and  intelligence-
gathering capacity (via pilotless drones) was a top Israeli concern.

The Israeli  occupation state is  the only country that  backs Trump’s stance.  The EU is
opposed to it, especially French President Emmanuel Macron who warned it would be a
‘mistake’ for the US to withdraw from the nuclear agreement. Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov expressed the same view and vowed that his country would continue to
uphold the deal.

Trump is literally implementing Israeli dictates. He is planning to drag his country and the
world into a ruinous war in the Middle East: a war whose main victims will be Arabs and
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Muslims, and which will not spare the citizens of those states that host American military
bases, which along with Israel can be expected to be targeted in any Iranian retaliation.

Iran will certainly not stand by with folded arms in response to the attempt to cancel the
agreement  it  spent  five  years  negotiating  with  the  six  major  powers,  and  ratchet  up  the
economic  sanctions  that  have  stifled  it  for  decades  and  inflicted  huge  damage  on  its
economy and its people’s livelihoods. President Hassan Rouhani replied by stressing that his
country was ready for all  scenarios, including that of immediately resuming its nuclear
activities. Revolutionary Guard Commander Mohammad-Ali Jafari went further, threatening
to deliver a painful blow to the US if compelled to do so. Saturday’s test of a new ballistic
missile a few days after Trump’s speech – apparently taking a leaf out of North Korea’s book
– was intended to demonstrate that Iran is not prepared to take his threats lying down.

After  the failure of  his  plans in  Syria  and the entire region,  and after  the humiliating
embarrassment inflicted on him by North Korean President Kim Jong-un, who defied him by
carrying out fresh nuclear and missile tests, Trump wants to return to the Middle East in
force and start fires there. He is confident that the region’s oil-rich governments will cover
the war’s expenses and does not mind turning their citizens into their victims.

But the Israelis who are pushing for this war will also pay a heavy price. They too will not be
secure, either during or after this war, as hundreds of thousands of missiles will be aimed at
their cities and settlements from Iran, Lebanon and Syria. It would be the mother of all wars,
and with Israel armed to the teeth with nuclear weapons, potentially the region’s last. This
time round, however, it will not be one-sided.

Trump is playing with fire. He may not only burn his fingers but also millions of our innocent
people unless he is restrained, and unless his deranged tendencies and the megalomania
which dominates his behaviour and policies are brought under control.

Featured image is from the author.
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The US has embarked on a military adventure, “a long war”, which threatens the future of
humanity. US-NATO weapons of mass destruction are portrayed as instruments of peace.
Mini-nukes are said to be “harmless to the surrounding civilian population”. Pre-emptive
nuclear war is portrayed as a “humanitarian undertaking”.

While one can conceptualize the loss of life and destruction resulting from present-day wars
including Iraq and Afghanistan, it is impossible to fully comprehend the devastation which
might result from a Third World War, using “new technologies” and advanced weapons, until
it occurs and becomes a reality. The international community has endorsed nuclear war in
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the  name  of  world  peace.  “Making  the  world  safer”  is  the  justification  for  launching  a
military  operation  which  could  potentially  result  in  a  nuclear  holocaust.

Nuclear  war  has  become  a  multibillion  dollar  undertaking,  which  fills  the  pockets  of  US
defense contractors. What is at stake is the outright “privatization of nuclear war”. (Excerpt
from Preface)

“This book is a ‘must’ resource – a richly documented and systematic diagnosis of the
supremely pathological geo-strategic planning of US wars since ‘9-11’ against non-nuclear
countries to seize their oil fields and resources under cover of ‘freedom and democracy’.”
–John McMurtry, Professor of Philosophy, Guelph University

“In a world where engineered, pre-emptive, or more fashionably “humanitarian” wars of
aggression have become the norm, this challenging book may be our final wake-up call.”
-Denis Halliday, Former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations

Michel Chossudovsky exposes the insanity of our privatized war machine. Iran is being
targeted with nuclear weapons as part of a war agenda built on distortions and lies for the
purpose of private profit. The real aims are oil, financial hegemony and global control. The
price could be nuclear holocaust. When weapons become the hottest export of the world’s
only superpower, and diplomats work as salesmen for the defense industry, the whole world
is recklessly endangered. If we must have a military, it belongs entirely in the public sector.
No one should profit from mass death and destruction.
–Ellen Brown, author of ‘Web of Debt’ and president of the Public Banking Institute  
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